
REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Used Heavy Block Wooden Pallet, all-round -
1200x1000x162mm

SKU 14160U

This medium-duty pallet has the dimensions 1200x1000x162mm.
The pallet has a maximum load of 1250 kilograms. This makes the
pallet suitable for light to medium weight loads.

TECHNICAL DATA

Type  
One way pallets, Pallets for high
rack

Outside dimension lenght  1200
Outside dimension width  1000
Outside dimension height  162
Static load  2500
Dynamic load  1250
Status  Used
Product  used

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The dimensions of this medium-duty pallet are
1200x1000x162mm. This pallet can be used several times with
proper care. With a load capacity of up to 750 kilograms and the
ability to approach the pallet from 4 sides, this is a highly
functional pallet. The pallet has 7 upper boards and an all-around
lower deck. The pallet is made from pine. The upper boards have
the dimensions 1200x95x17mm and the intermediate shelves
have the dimensions 95x1000x17mm. The lower deck contains 3
shelves with the dimensions 1010x95x17mm and 2 shelves with
the dimensions 95x1000x17mm. The space between the spool
and the board is filled by a thickness of 17 mm. The outer bobbins
have a size of 125x75x75 and the middle bobbins have a length,
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width and height of 75mm. The total volume is 0.0361m3 / 36.1L.
NOTE: This is a used item, all used items that we sell are 100%
functional. However, the photo that we display on the website
does not guarantee the entire batch that we have in stock. The
used products that we sell have visible traces of wear. Based on
our more than 30 years of experience, we carefully sort and repair
used items. When placing your order online you agree to the
condition of the used products.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/used-heavy-block-wooden-pallet-all-round-
1200x1000x162mm-14160u
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